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In a virtual interview through the UD Partnership for
Healthy Communities, Reverend Clifford Johnson
spoke to the way Shiloh Baptist Church influences the
community in which it sits, commenting, "Every
activity [we] have is for the total community . . . We're
there to transform community." Reverend Johnson also
expressed that if the church's leaders were to keep
their work within the confines of their congregation,
they would fail to uphold their mission. 

These visionary leaders do not just uphold their
mission, though; they fulfill it with staggering
numbers. Through the Nehemiah Gateway Community
Development Corporation's Delaware Earned Income
Tax Credit Campaign, Shiloh Baptist Church has done
between 10 to 11,000 tax returns free of charge for
community residents this year alone. (Cont. page 2)

Services Beyond
Sundays
Shiloh Baptist Church's commitment to

community well-being is far-reaching.
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Even before the COVID-19 outbreak and their

experience with the mobile health van from the UD

Partnership for Healthy Communities, the leadership

at Shiloh Baptist Church made the health of their

members a high priority. Rev. Johnson notes that

diabetes, high blood pressure, and heart problems are

some of their most prevalent concerns. In order to

combat these challenges, the congregation partnered

with the American Heart Association for a program

directed at healthy eating and later created their own

healthy eating program within the church. They have

a ministry dedicated to these efforts, including

designated congregation leaders that research best

practices and encourage healthy habits. (Cont. page 3) 

Community Health
Pre-Pandemic and
the Mobile Van 
Challenges, initiatives, and more.

In addition to helping community members with their financial well-being, the congregation of

Shiloh Baptist Church also supports physical and mental well-being. Shiloh's "LEAP" program

exposes young people to the arts through trips to cultural events and spaces like museums,

concerts, and art shows, while the "Tennis Rocks" program keeps individuals active through

tennis. Ministry leaders also provide tutoring for students who need supplements to their

education. According to Rev. Johnson, over 60% of the children involved in these programs are

community members who are not otherwise involved in the church, and these are only a few of

the ministries offered. So, the Shiloh Baptist Church community has established itself as a true

source of leadership and an integral part of the engagement of the Wilmington area.

While the coronavirus pandemic has put a halt to many of these in-person activities, Shiloh

Baptist's members have persisted in their dedication to their community through the transition

to virtual programming. They held a virtual graduation for their seniors, brought motivational

speakers to the LEAP program via social platforms, continued tax prep remotely, and of course,

are still hosting worship. 
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The Mobile Health Van and its services provided

through the UD Partnership for Healthy Communities

was able to visit Shiloh Baptist Church once before

the pandemic paused the initiative. Despite this brief

encounter, Rev. Johnson described a glowing

reception to the van. Despite it "raining cats and

dogs," Rev. Johnson stated that community members

waited in long lines outside to be seen and were

excited about it coming back in the future. The

welcoming nature and kindness of the healthcare

professionals were noted with appreciation as well. 

The Health Van
Experience and
Looking to the
Future 
Reception, services, and hopes.

What could be particularly transformative about the van for the church and its surrounding

community, though, is the ease of access to care that it provides. In addition to many

individuals not having access to healthcare at all, other community members are reluctant to

seek medical attention at times. The van allowed Rev. Johnson to direct people to care at a

specific time and convenient location, rather than his usual thoughtful offers to drive

individuals to the doctor's office. 

Looking to the future, Rev. Johnson hopes that the van can begin work again and expand its

efforts. The addition of mental health services and education would also be a powerful addition,

as the leaders at Shiloh Baptist are committed to the total well-being of their community.

Shortly before the state-mandated stay-at-home orders, the health ministry at the church had

been planning an event to promote health services. Various health care providers and educators

were slated to fill the church's parking lot for an opportunity for community members to learn

about health care, eating well, and exercise. As with other services the church provides, many, if

not most, of the people who partake in such events do not belong to the church's congregation.

Shiloh Baptist's leaders remain dedicated to bettering the lives and health of all people in their

community.
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